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IN SHORT
Still looking for a job or intern-
ship? Attend the Spring Career 
Fair on Thursday, April 4th! The 
event will be held from 11 a.m. 
to 4 p.m. in the Stratton Student 
Center (W-20) in La Sala Puerto 
Rico on the second floor. MIT ID 
cards will be required for entry 

to the fair. Register for the fair 
through CareerBridge with your 
electronic resume. The Spring 
Career Fair resume book will be 
viewable by the employers.

Seniors: graduation is fast ap-
proaching, and so is the dead-
line for ordering regalia. Go to 

MIT’s graduation site at http://bit.
ly/Xn9dUX to get specific infor-
mation regarding cap and gown 
from the MIT Coop, tickets, and 
all information relevant to June 
2013 commencement. 

Send news information and 
tips to news@tech.mit.edu.

MIT in favor of redactions 
in Swartz case documents
Legal filing made Friday focuses on privacy

Faculty meeting focuses on 
gunman disruption response 
Head of MIT Police discusses emergency alert system

By leon lin
AssociAte News editor

MIT “failed abysmally” in 
promptly notifying the commu-
nity after receiving a false Feb. 23 
report of a gunman on campus, 
MIT Chief of Police John DiFava 
said at the last faculty meeting, 
following an internal review of 
the events on the day of the scare. 
But the police response on the 
scene was “superb,” DiFava said.

Cambridge Police received 
the hoaxer’s tip at 7:28 a.m. and 
tweeted a warning at 7:35 a.m., 
but MIT’s emergency website was 
not updated until 8:47 a.m. Sever-
al text messages and emails were 
sent out in the hour following that 

update. According to DiFava, MIT 
Police is working on several steps 
to remedy inefficiencies in the 
notification system.

Yet at 7:30 a.m., “upwards of 
16 police officers” from MIT and 
Cambridge were already at 77 
Mass. Ave. They proceeded to 
lock down the Main Group build-
ings, searching room to room in 
groups of four, each group with 
at least one MIT officer familiar 
with the campus, according to 
DiFava. Their performance “vin-
dicated all of our efforts to train 
our officers.”

DiFava said that police re-
sponse times to school “gunman 
situations” in the past 15 years, 
including the Columbine High 

School and Sandy Hook Elemen-
tary School tragedies, have been 
much slower than the “incredibly 
significant” two-minute response 
from MIT and Cambridge, though 
there were multiple casualties 
at both Columbine and Sandy 
Hook before police learned of the 
shooters.

He also said that training 
since Columbine has influenced 
police responses. Officers then 
were told to “set up a perimeter” 
and “don’t let anybody in or out 
— wait for tactical units to ar-
rive.” The respondents on Feb. 23 
were instead trained to move in 
immediately.

Another body found in the Charles River
Early morning last Wednesday, 

March 27, Mass. State Police re-
sponded to reports of a body in the 
Charles River under the Harvard 
Bridge. The body was pulled out of 
the river around 9 a.m. The Suffolk 
County DA is investigating the death.

Suffolk DA Press Secretary Jake 
Wark said that there was no evi-
dence that the death was criminal 
in nature, and therefore an identity 

would not be released, though Wark 
did confirm that it was not an MIT 
student. The body does not appear 
to be Brown University student Sunil 
Tripathi, who has been missing for 
two weeks, Wark said to The Boston 
Globe.

This is the fourth body pulled out 
of the Charles River since October 
2012.

 —Bruno B. F. Faviero

MIT wins 2nd in Putnam math contest
Just behind Harvard, MIT took 

second place in the 2012 William 
Lowell Putnam Mathematical Com-
petition, winning $20,000 for the 
math department and $800 for each 
of the three team members. The pres-
tigious contest is 12 questions and 6 
hours long, and is administered ev-
ery December to undergraduate stu-
dents studying in the U.S. or Canada.

In third, fourth, and fifth were 
UCLA, Stony Brook, and Carnegie 
Mellon.

The top five individual performers 
each year become Putnam Fellows. 
This year, they are Ben Gunby ’15 of 
MIT, Eric Larson of Harvard, Mitchell 
Lee ’16 of MIT, Zipei Nie ’15 of MIT, 
and Evan O’Dorney of Harvard. All 
five were gold medalists at the Inter-
national Mathematical Olympiad, a 

contest for high school students.
Though MIT fielded three of the 

five Putnam Fellows and 12 of the top 
25 contestants, the MIT team fell to 
Harvard’s because the school awards 
only depend on the three members 
selected for the team. Neither of the 
two teams ended up being the opti-
mal choice for its school.

“The following strategy would im-
prove MIT’s chances of winning the 
team award: choose a three member 
team. Then give the Putnam to those 
three people and forbid all other MIT 
students from taking the Putnam,” 
wrote Kent Merryfield when he an-
nounced the results, perhaps not half 
in jest. “Yes, that is a ludicrous strat-
egy — but then the whole team rank 
thing is pretty loopy.”

 —Leon Lin

alerts, Page 11
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mit president l. rafael reif spoke last night before the cambridge city 
council in favor of mit’s zoning petition for Kendall square. It was the first 
time Reif had spoken before the council� He was accompanied by faculty lumi-
naries like former chancellor Phillip L� Clay, Phillip A� Sharp, Robert P� Weinberg, 
and others�

Reif promotes Kendall Square zoning 
petition before Cambridge City Council

By austin hess
News editor

On Friday, March 29, MIT filed a legal memo-
randum to “partially oppose” the March 15 mo-
tion by the Estate of Aaron Swartz to publicly 
release documents related to Swartz’s criminal 
prosecution. The documents, originally provided 
to the U.S. Attorney’s Office by MIT for pre-trial 
discovery, are kept confidential by a Protective 
Order. According to MIT’s memorandum, the 
U.S. Attorney’s Office required a Protective Order 
on the documents beginning November 2011 due 
to “sensitive information” they contain.

In the filing, MIT argued that it is not opposed 
to releasing the documents, but first wants to be 
able to redact names and identifying information 
of members of the MIT community as well as any 
information that may expose MIT network vul-
nerabilities, as MIT President L. Rafael Reif had 
previously announced in a letter on March 19. 
In a filing made the same day, JSTOR, the online 
academic journal library from which Swartz al-
legedly downloaded millions of documents, also 
supported the public release of the documents, 
but also requested the redaction of the names of 
its employees.

MIT employed several arguments when mak-
ing its case for redaction. According to the mem-
orandum, “The MIT community has been the 
subject of threats to personal safety and breaches 
to its computer network, apparently based on 
MIT’s involvement in the events relating to Mr. 
Swartz’s prosecution.”

In his March 19 letter, Reif wrote that MIT 
plans to release these documents at the same 
time as Hal Abelson’s report on MIT’s involve-

ment in the investigation, but modifying the Pro-
tective Order could override this plan.

MIT noted that the documents were provided 
under condition of confidentiality. The memo-
randum stated, “After Mr. Swartz was indicted, 
the government produced the MIT documents 
to his defense counsel pursuant to the Protective 
Order, which provides (1) that the defense could 
not use MIT’s documents for any purpose other 
than in the defense of the criminal case, and (2) 
that such documents were to be destroyed at the 
end of the criminal case. The criminal case is now 
over; it was dismissed on January 14, 2013.”

MIT suggested that it would have a “strong 
argument” to not release the documents at all, 
pointing out that the only reason Swartz’s at-
torneys had the documents was as part of a now 
closed criminal case, following which, the docu-
ments should have been destroyed according 
to the Protective Order. It also claimed that the 
Swartz Estate does not have standing “to appear 
in the criminal case to which it is not a party,” 
which would mean the documents are still MIT’s 
alone. MIT suggested that it should release the 
documents on its own terms due to its “commit-
ment to openness,” but that there was no case to 
remove the Protective Order without regard for 
its security concerns.

MIT also cited several recent events as exam-
ples of its security concerns. It mentioned the al-
legedly Swartz-related gunman hoax on February 
23. It also published public Internet comments, 
including, “MIT deserves all the harassment they 
can get. They’re to blame for his death,” and “If 
the courts will not punish these killers, the peo-

swartz, Page 9
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Situation for noon Eastern time, tuesday, april 2, 2013

By david M. Herszenhorn
The New York Times 

MOSCOW — Mikhail Gor-
bachev, the first and last presi-
dent of the Soviet Union, now 82 
and increasingly frail, may have 
needed a helping hand to climb on 
stage for a speech at the state-run 
RIA-Novosti news agency. Oratori-
cally, however, he seemed nimble 
enough, delivering a sharp poke 
in the gut to President Vladimir V. 
Putin and the Kremlin.

“Politics is more and more 
turning into an imitation,” Gor-
bachev said. “All power is in the 
hands of the executive. The Parlia-
ment only seals its decisions. Judi-
cial power is not independent. The 
economy is monopolized, hooked 
to the oil and gas needle. Entrepre-
neurs’ initiative is curbed, small 
and medium businesses face huge 
barriers.”

Gorbachev, invoking “per-

estroika” — the Russian word for 
“restructuring” and the brand 
name of his reforms that brought 
about the fall of communism and 
helped him win the Nobel Peace 
Prize — called for yet another 
renewal of the Russian political 
system.

His prepared speech, posted 
later on the Internet, was even 
tougher than the remarks he de-
livered. In it, he wrote that by cur-
tailing freedoms and tightening 
restrictions on civil society groups 
and the press, Putin had adopted 
“a ruinous and hopeless path.”

Unlike in the West, where he 
is still revered for his role in end-
ing the Cold War, Gorbachev has 
largely faded into insignificance 
in Russia. He is remembered far 
more for the chaos and depriva-
tion of the 1990s that followed him 
than for delivering the citizens of 
the Soviet Union from tyranny.

Nonetheless, his speech, made 

Saturday as he briefly ventured 
from a Moscow hospital where he 
is undergoing a lengthy checkup, 
quickly drew angry and dismissive 
responses from the Kremlin.

“We have had enough restruc-
turing,” said Putin’s spokesman, 
Dmitry S. Peskov.

Sergei Neverov, the deputy 
speaker of the lower house of Par-
liament and a leader of United 
Russia, the party that nominated 
Putin for president, said, “Mikhail 
Sergeyevich has already been the 
initiator of one perestroika, and as 
a result we lost the country.”

Alexei Pushkov, a member of 
United Russia and chairman of the 
Foreign Affairs Committee in the 
lower house, rejected Gorbachev’s 
objections by criticizing Gor-
bachev. “The cost of a painful pro-
cess, the cost of huge losses from a 
major transformation of our coun-
try has already occurred,” Pushkov 
told the Interfax news agency.

By Mark landler  
and Choe Sang-Hun

The New York Times 

WASHINGTON — Despite a 
drumbeat of increasingly bel-
licose threats from North Korea, 
the White House said Monday 
that there was no evidence that 
the country’s leader, Kim Jong Un, 
was mobilizing troops or other 
military forces for any imminent 
attack.

Though U.S. officials said they 
remained concerned about the 
invective flowing from North Ko-
rea — and South Korea’s president 
ordered military commanders to 
carry out a swift and strong re-
sponse to any provocations — the 
Obama administration took pains 
to emphasize the “disconnect” be-
tween Kim’s “rhetoric and action.”

The White House’s strategy, of-
ficials said, was calculated to ease 
tensions after a fraught few days in 
which Kim threatened to rain mis-
siles on the American mainland 
and the United States responded 
by flying nuclear-capable bomb-
ers over the Korean Peninsula.

“We are not seeing changes to 
the North Korean military posture 
such as large-scale mobilizations 
or positioning of forces,” said Jay 
Carney, the White House press 
secretary. “What that discon-
nect between rhetoric and action 
means, I’ll leave to the analysts to 
judge.”

Even as the White House tried 
to tamp down the tensions, the 
Pentagon said it had moved a 
Navy missile-defense ship from 
its home port in Japan to waters 
closer to the Korean Peninsula, in 
what was described as a carefully 
calibrated response, given the 
North’s warnings about putting its 
rockets on a higher stage of alert.

The deployment came after the 
United States publicized a rare 
training flight by two B-2 bomb-
ers over South Korea, where they 
carried out a mock bombing run, 
and pledged to spend $1 billion to 
expand ballistic missile-defense 
systems along the Pacific Coast.

Having taken these unusually 
public steps to demonstrate its 
commitment to defend itself and 
protect South Korea and Japan, 

the Obama administration ap-
peared to be trying to defuse a sit-
uation that many analysts say has 
gone beyond previous cycles of 
provocation by North Korea, and 
raised genuine fears of war.

“It is a calculated response to 
say, ‚ÄòWe don’t want anyone to 
think the situation is getting out of 
control, that the ladder of escala-
tion is going to end in a full-scale 
conflict,”’ said Jeffrey A. Bader, 
who worked on North Korea pol-
icy for the Obama administration 
from 2009 to 2011.

For all the uncertainty sur-
rounding the young ruler of North 
Korea, Bader said, the latest round 
of warlike statements from the 
North recalled the theatrical bel-
ligerence shown by Kim ‘s father, 
Kim Jong Il. Those episodes of-
ten led to hostile acts, but never a 
wholesale military attack on South 
Korea.

Still, on Monday, South Korea’s 
new president, Park Geun-hye, 
ordered her country’s military 
to deliver a strong and immedi-
ate response to any North Korean 
provocation.

Lhota turns up heat on Quinn 
for supporting police monitor

NEW YORK — For a political acolyte of Rudolph W. Gi-
uliani, a ferocious rhetorical bomb-thrower, Joseph J. Lhota has 
proved an oddly mild candidate so far, repeatedly holding his 
fire — and his tongue — since declaring his Republican cam-
paign for mayor of New York three months ago.

But on Monday, Lhota conspicuously changed gears, com-
mandeering the steps of City Hall to deliver a blistering attack 
on his leading Democratic rival, Christine C. Quinn, for en-
dorsing a new agency that would independently monitor the 
city’s Police Department.

Lhota denounced Quinn’s plan as “reckless and danger-
ous,” declared that it would “handcuff” the department, and 
demanded that she immediately withdraw her support for it.

And in a personal twist, he accused Quinn, the City Coun-
cil speaker, of abdicating her responsibility to have the Council 
monitor the police force and instead seeking to offload the task 
to a new and unnecessary bureaucracy.

In doing so, Lhota offered a glimpse of the kind of candida-
cy that friends and aides have long promised: punchy, pointed 
and deeply committed to a vision of a muscular chief executive 
at City Hall.

—michael Barbaro, The New York Times 

Kelly intended frisks to instill 
fear, Senator testifies

NEW YORK — During a legislative debate in 2010 over the 
Police Department’s use of stop-and-frisk encounters, the po-
lice commissioner, Raymond W. Kelly, met with the governor at 
the time, David A. Paterson, to defend the tactic’s importance as 
a crime-fighting tool.

According to a state senator, Eric Adams, who was at the 
meeting at the governor’s office in Midtown Manhattan, the 
commissioner said young black and Hispanic men were the fo-
cus of the stops because “he wanted to instill fear in them, every 
time they leave their home they could be stopped by the police.”

Adams, D-Brooklyn, a former captain in the New York Police 
Department, recalled the meeting as he testified in U.S. District 
Court in Manhattan on Monday, as a trial over the constitution-
ality of the department’s use of the tactic entered its third week.

Kelly, who is not being called to testify, said in remarks to 
reporters Monday that Adams’ characterization of what he said 
was “absolutely, categorically untrue.” Kelly has also filed an af-
fidavit in court, saying, “At that meeting I did not, nor would I 
ever, state or suggest that the New York City Police Department 
targets young black and Latino men for stop-and-frisk activity.”

It continued: “That has not been nor is it now the policy or 
practice of the NYPD.”

—Joseph Goldstein, The New York Times 

Double-digit inflation worsens 
in Iran

Iran’s double-digit inflation rate worsened for the sixth con-
secutive month in March, the government said Monday, in what 
appeared to be an implicit acknowledgment that international 
sanctions linked to the disputed Iranian nuclear program are 
causing some economic harm.

The government’s statistics office said the rate increased in 
March to an annualized 31.5 percent, compared with 30.2 percent 
in February and 26.4 percent a year earlier, the semiofficial Mehr 
News Agency reported. The Mehr report did not offer an explana-
tion for the increase except to specify that much of it was in the 
categories of food, beverages and tobacco.

Many economists say the real rate could be at least double 
the official rate, partly because it does not fully take into account 
the prices of many imported goods, which have become prohibi-
tively expensive.

—rick Gladstone, The New York Times 

By Vince agard
sTAFF meTeoroloGisT

Yesterday afternoon, 
a cold front pushed 
through our area, bring-
ing with it strong winds 
and rain showers.  The 
rain showers are gone to-
day, but the strong winds 
will remain, ushering 
in a cold air mass from 
the west. Winds will be 
strong throughout the 

day, with speeds in the 
15-25 mph range gust-
ing upwards of 30 mph at 
times.

Breezy winds will stick 
around through tomor-
row, keeping tempera-
tures on both days well 
below the normal high 
of 51°F. For Thursday, 
however, high pressure 
will take over, resulting in 
sunshine and warmth for 
the end of the week.

Cold and breezy, 
then back to normal

Gorbachev criticizes Putin and 
his restrictions

US sees North Korea 
blustering, not acting

Extended Forecast
today: Partly cloudy and windy, high 43°F (6°C).  

Winds W at 15–25 mph, gusting upwards of 30 
mph.

tonight: Breezy and clear, low 29°F (-2°C).  Winds 
W at 15–20 mph.

tomorrow: Partly cloudy and breezy, high 44°F 
(7°C).  Winds W at 15–25 mph.

thursday: Mostly sunny, highs in the low 50s °F 
(12°C).

Friday: Partly sunny, highs in the low 50s °F (12°C).
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By Mary Williams Walsh
The New York Times 

A federal bankruptcy judge 
ruled Monday that the city of Stock-
ton, Calif., was eligible for court 
protection from its creditors, clear-
ing the way for a battle over wheth-
er public workers’ pensions can be 
cut when the city they work for goes 
bankrupt.

After declaring Chapter 9 bank-
ruptcy last year, Stockton elimi-
nated tens of millions of dollars 
in city services and said it would 
cut back some bond payments in 
a way unseen before in municipal 
bankruptcy. But bondholders ob-
jected to Stockton’s effort to protect 
pensions while forcing losses on 
investors.

Many states have statutes and 
constitutional provisions making it 
illegal to cut public workers’ pen-
sions. Until now, there has not been 
a prominent test of those laws in 
bankruptcy — particularly not in 

California, where the big state pen-
sion system, known as CalPERS, 
has been girding for battle on the is-
sue, trying to avoid the precedent of 
a cutoff or shortfall in a city’s pen-
sion contributions.

Federal bankruptcy law often 
trumps state laws, but municipal 
bankruptcies are so rare that there 
is almost no precedent on how 
to apply the law to state pension 
provisions.

In the ruling issued Monday in 
Sacramento , which affirmed the le-
gal status of Stockton’s bankruptcy, 
Judge Christopher M. Klein said he 
could see battle lines being drawn 
between CalPERS — formally the 
California Public Employees’ Re-
tirement System — and the city’s 
other major creditors, including 
several Wall Street companies that 
either bought Stockton’s bonds or 
insured them. But he ruled that it 
was still too early in the case for that 
battle to be joined.

“There are very complex and dif-

ficult questions of law that I can see 
out there on the horizon,” he said.

The judge said he would decide 
those questions during the next 
phase of Stockton’s bankruptcy, in 
which the city’s creditors will con-
test whether its so-called plan of 
adjustment is fair. A plan of adjust-
ment in a municipal bankruptcy is 
comparable to a plan of reorgani-
zation in a Chapter 11 bankruptcy; 
a city cannot emerge from bank-
ruptcy unless the judge confirms its 
plan of adjustment.

“The day of reckoning will be 
the day of plan confirmation,” Klein 
said near the end of a two-hour ses-
sion in which he read his decision 
from the bench. “The city is going 
to have a difficult time confirming 
a plan over the objection of unfair 
discrimination.”

The Wall Street creditors had 
been trying, until now, to persuade 
Klein to throw out the case, arguing 
that the city was not truly insolvent 
and had not treated them fairly.

Ruling sets stage for pension battle in 
bankrupt city

By Peter applebome
The New York Times 

HARTFORD, Conn. — More 
than three months after the mas-
sacre of 26 people at Sandy Hook 
Elementary School in Newtown, 
Conn., legislative leaders an-
nounced on Monday that they had 
agreed on what they called the 
most far-reaching gun-legislation 
package in the country.

It would require new state-
issued eligibility certificates for 
the purchase of any rifle, shotgun 
or ammunition; mandate that of-
fenders convicted of more than 
40 weapons offenses register with 
the state; require universal back-
ground checks for the sale of all 
firearms; and substantially expand 
the state’s existing ban on assault 
weapons.

But the package did not include 
everything that anti-gun forces had 
asked for. It includes a ban on the 
sale of high-capacity magazines 
with more than 10 bullets. But de-

spite a dramatic plea on Monday 
from relatives of 11 of the victims 
killed at Sandy Hook on Dec. 14, 
legislative leaders did not include a 
complete ban on their ownership, 
although they agreed on new rules 
requiring their registration. Legis-
lation passed by New York in Janu-
ary included a ban on the owner-
ship of high-capacity magazines.

But the legislation in Connecti-
cut, agreed to after several weeks of 
negotiations between Democratic 
and Republican leaders in the 
Democratic-controlled General As-
sembly, was hailed by gun-control 
proponents as a landmark package 
and an appropriate response to the 
tragedy at Sandy Hook.

Ron Pinciaro, executive direc-
tor of Connecticut Against Gun 
Violence, said he was disappointed 
that the ban on possession of high-
capacity magazines was not ap-
proved and that the bill would have 
little effect on handgun violence. 
But, he said, “When you take all the 
elements and compare it, I think 

you could judiciously say this is the 
strongest bill in the nation.”

The bill is expected to go to both 
houses of the General Assembly 
on Wednesday; passage seemed 
assured.

In a state still shaken by the 
tragedy and with a moderate social 
and political culture, Democratic 
and Republican leaders hailed the 
agreement.

“I wake up in morning and put 
this green ribbon and pin on my 
jacket lapel to remember those 
we’ve lost,” said John McKinney, a 
Republican who represents New-
town and is the Senate minority 
leader. “And what I’m proud of is 
that all of us, Republicans and 
Democrats, understood that some 
issues, and this one particularly, 
should rise above politics.”

And leaders of both parties said 
the bipartisan process, which was 
more protracted than originally 
expected, had been difficult but 
should be a model for other states 
and for Washington.

Connecticut legislators agree on 
sweeping gun control laws

Apple’s chief apologizes to China 
over warranty policy

SHANGHAI — Apple’s chief executive, Tim Cook, took the un-
usual step Monday of apologizing to Chinese customers over the 
company’s warranty policy and said he would improve customer 
service in the country.

Apple’s apology Monday was the latest twist in a strange spec-
tacle that has unfolded in recent weeks in China over Apple’s war-
ranty policies and underscored the challenges the company is fac-
ing as the country becomes an important market for its products.

Apple’s problem began on International Consumers’ Day, when 
China`s biggest state-run television network, as is its tradition, 
broadcast an investigative report on how companies operating in 
China cheat or mistreat consumers. This year, on March 15, one of 
the targets was Apple.

China Central Television criticized the American company’s 
after-sales iPhone customer service in China because it gave only a 
one-year warranty, while in China the law is two years. It also said 
that phone owners had to pay about $90 to replace a faulty back 
cover.

Apple did not immediately respond to some of the accusations, 
but other state media outlets stepped up their criticism over the 
next two weeks, raising the stakes for Apple in China, which is now 
the company’s second-biggest market after the United States.

—David Barboza and Nick wingfield, The New York Times 

New York City ‘kidnapping’ was 
birthday joke, police say

NEW YORK — A mysterious abduction in Upper Manhattan 
was nothing more than an unorthodox birthday gag.

Police Commissioner Raymond W. Kelly said Monday that 
what had originally appeared to be a brazen daylight kidnapping 
of a young couple from a street in the Washington Heights section 
Friday was in fact the beginning of a surprise birthday celebration 
in the Pocono Mountains for a man who had just turned 30.

“The person who was supposed to be surprised by the party 
found out about it,” Kelly said at a news conference at Police Head-
quarters. “So then, you know, Plan B was to kidnap him and take 
him to the party. This was an additional surprise.”

That determination came more than two days after witnesses 
described what they believed to be the armed kidnapping of the 
man and his girlfriend Friday evening from the sidewalk.

From the beginning, there were small signs that the apparent 
abduction — captured by surveillance cameras in video released 
by the police — was something other than a crime.

No one had been reported missing in the area, the police said. 
An 8-year-old boy had told the police that he had seen the kidnap-
pers use a gun, but by Monday, Kelly said, the police no longer be-
lieved any gun was involved.

—J. David Goodman, The New York Times 

Mandela spends 5th day in 
hospital

JOHANNESBURG — The condition of former President Nelson 
Mandela was improving, according to South African government 
officials, as he spent his fifth day in a hospital Monday being treat-
ed for pneumonia.

Mandela, the 94-year-old anti-apartheid leader, has been hos-
pitalized three times in the past four months, including almost 
three weeks in December, when he was treated for a lung infection 
and had surgery for gallstones. He has not been seen publicly since 
2010.

“President Nelson Mandela had a restful day and continues to 
receive treatment,” the government said in a statement released 
Sunday. “The doctors are providing the former president with the 
best medical care possible to enable his recovery and comfort. 
They have reported a further improvement in his condition.”

On Saturday, the government gave more details about Mande-
la’s health, saying he “had developed a pleural effusion,” or a fluid 
buildup in the lungs, that was addressed.

“This has resulted in him now being able to breathe without dif-
ficulty,” it said.

Lung infections have been a persistent problem for Mandela, 
who contracted tuberculosis during his 27 years in prison at the 
hands of the apartheid government.

—Lydia Polgreen, The New York Times 

Pattycake, first gorilla born in 
New York City, dead at 40

NEW YORK — There were problems with her heart that weren’t 
getting better. She weighed 320 pounds. One can only imagine the toll 
taken by so many years of cloying attention, all the beguiled admir-
ers staring and cooing and craning to get close to her. The press was 
always sniffing around for new angles. Of course, there was her age.

Forty sounds painfully young — but, then, she was a gorilla. Once 
you’re past 37, you need to consider putting your affairs in order.

And so it was sad but not entirely surprising when word came 
Sunday of the passing of Pattycake, the Bronx Zoo gorilla that had 
long reigned as one of the city’s more acclaimed tourist attractions. 
Jim Breheny, the zoo’s director, said she had been discovered around 
8 a.m. by a worker in the zoo’s Congo Gorilla Forest. Apparently, she 
went peacefully, in her sleep. Even at 40, her looks were still pretty 
much intact.

For a gorilla, she had had quite a life. “She was a story that capti-
vated people,” Breheny said.

She earned a superstar’s distinction and heaps of publicity right 
at birth, on Sept. 3, 1972, being that she was the first gorilla born in 
New York City, as opposed to, say, Cameroon or Gabon or Equatorial 
Guinea. It was an excellent Manhattan address — the Central Park 
Zoo. Her furry face served as a bit of a respite at a time when the city 
found itself grappling with high crime rates and an intensifying finan-
cial crisis.

Another gorilla, Hodari, was born just a month later at the Bronx 
Zoo, and he never got the press she did.

—N.r. kleinfield, The New York Times 

Low-cost drugs in poor nations 
get lift in court

By Gardiner Harris 
 and Katie thomas

The New York Times 

NEW DELHI — People in de-
veloping countries in Africa and 
Asia will continue to have access to 
low-cost copycat versions of drugs 
for diseases like HIV and cancer, at 
least for a while.

Production of the generic drugs 
in India, the world’s biggest provid-
er of cheap medicines, was ensured 
Monday in a ruling by the Indian 
Supreme Court.

The debate over global drug 
pricing is one of the most conten-
tious issues between developed 
countries and the developing 
world. While poorer nations main-
tain they have a moral obligation 
to make cheaper, generic drugs 
available to their populations — by 
limiting patents in some cases — 
the brand name pharmaceutical 
companies contend the profits they 
reap are essential to their ability to 
develop and manufacture innova-
tive medicines.

Specifically, the decision allows 
Indian makers of generic drugs to 

continue making copycat versions 
of the drug Gleevec, which is made 
by Novartis. It is spelled Glivec in 
Europe and elsewhere. The drug 
provides such effective treatment 
for some forms of leukemia that the 
Food and Drug Administration ap-
proved the medicine in the United 
States in 2001 in record time. The 
ruling will alsohelp India main-
tain its role as the world’s most 
important provider of inexpensive 
medicines, which is critical in the 
global fight against deadly diseases. 
Gleevec, for example, can cost as 
much as $70,000 a year, while In-
dian generic versions cost about 
$2,500 a year.

The ruling comes at a chal-
lenging time for the pharmaceuti-
cal industry, which is increasingly 
looking to emerging markets to 
compensate for lackluster drug 
sales in the United States and Eu-
rope. At the same time, it is facing 
other challenges to its patent pro-
tections in countries like Argen-
tina, the Philippines, Thailand and 
Brazil.

“I think other countries will 
now be looking at India and saying, 

‚ÄòWell, hold on a minute — India 
stuck to its guns,”’ said Tahir Amin, 
a director of the Initiative for Medi-
cines, Access and Knowledge, a 
group based in New York that works 
on patent cases to foster access to 
drugs. In trade agreements — in-
cluding one being negotiated be-
tween the United States and coun-
tries in the Pacific Rim — the drug 
industry has lobbied for stricter 
patent restrictions that would more 
closely resemble protections in the 
United States.

Gleevec is widely recognized as 
one of the most important medical 
discoveries in decades. In a tele-
vised interview, Ranjit Shahani, 
vice chairman of the Indian subsid-
iary of Novartis, said that compa-
nies like Novartis would invest less 
money in research in India as a re-
sult of the ruling. “We hope that the 
ecosystem for intellectual property 
in the country improves,” he said.

India exports about $10 billion 
worth of generic medicine every 
year. India and China together pro-
duce more than 80 percent of the 
active ingredients of all drugs used 
in the United States.
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By Bill Frezza

I’ve been a Chi Phi since a week after I 
arrived on campus in the fall of 1972. I can 
honestly say that ever since then, Chi Phi 
has been the central institution of my life. 
It is the source of my greatest friendships, 
my strength in times of trouble, the avenue 
through which I’ve enjoyed a cornucopia 
of inter-generational relationships, and the 
organization to which I give the most back, 
currently taking my turn to serve as presi-
dent of our house corporation.

Because the Greek system at MIT is so 
strong, I know that I’m not unique in any of 
this. But since some of the fraternities are 
less well supported by their alumni than 
others — and because undergraduates at 
even well supported groups sometimes for-
get what role we play — I thought I’d share 
a few thoughts about some of the respon-
sibilities a fraternity house corporation 
carries in keeping their chapters healthy, 
thriving, and out of trouble.

We expect a lot from our undergradu-
ate brothers, and we give them as much 
freedom as we can to run their own affairs. 
That’s how they learn self-reliance and 
leadership. It’s also how they outgrow their 
helicopter parents as well as the college ad-
ministrators increasingly taking on nanny 
duties thanks to our hyper-litigious times.

Because we’ve been there, we know 
that the college years are a time of unprec-
edented opportunities for experimenta-
tion guided by a still-immature sense of 
how to balance risks and rewards. Many of 
those risks could impact not just personal 
safety, but also the continued existence of 
an institution our alumni have labored to 
preserve for more than a century. In those 

cases, the house corporation has a strong 
duty to set boundaries.

No, you can’t rent a mechanical riding 
bull to entertain freshman during Rush 
Week. Yes, I understand the salesman told 
you they have insurance. No, you haven’t 
the foggiest idea what kind of litigation 
nightmare would ensue if a freshman 
got thrown from that thing and ended up 
a quadriplegic. Yes, I understand you’ll 
have to change your plans at the last min-
ute. No, I couldn’t have told you sooner 
because I just found out about it. Think of 
something else.

That wasn’t so hard, was it? Someone 
has to help the adult brain struggling to 
emerge from every college student’s head 
gain mastery over the teen brain still slosh-
ing around inside. Think about what might 
go wrong. Think about the consequences, 
not just to you but to your brothers as well 
as our cherished institution. I know what 
you are contemplating sounds like fun, but 
is it really worth it?

Each fall I give my four Bs lecture to the 
incoming pledge class  — Brotherhood, 
Behavior, Booze, and … Coeds. I speak to 
them not as an administrator, not as a par-
ent, but as an older brother. Sure, they’ve 
been taught to “Just Say No” since they were 
eight. They’ve taken all the online alcohol, 
hazing, and sexual harassment courses re-
quired by the national organization and by 
MIT. And they’ve memorized exactly which 
phrases they need to repeat to appease any 
authority figure lecturing them. All of that 
is fine. But what I care about is whether 
they really know how to handle themselves 
when they decide against our advice to 
break the rules.

I don’t preach “Just Say No.” I preach 
“Real Men Hold Their Liquor.” I don’t 
preach abstinence. I preach moderation 
and consideration of others. When dis-
cussing alcohol I give concrete tips about 
pacing, food, and hydration, about keeping 
count and setting limits in advance, about 
recognizing the warning signs of overcon-
sumption in themselves and others, and 
about the dangers of excessive pre-gaming 

compared to the far less risky approach of 
taking a hidden nip. (Would you rather risk 
puking on your shoes and being rushed to 
the hospital for alcohol poisoning or hav-
ing your $3 plastic hip flask confiscated?) 
I encourage beginners to stick to beer, and 
do my best to discourage the idiotic prac-
tice of taking shots instead of sipping a 
mixed drink. And I urge them to look out 
for their brothers, especially if one of them 
is overcome by his teen brain’s miscalcula-
tion of risk.

These are practical lessons we all have to 
learn but are never taught because … who is 
supposed to do the teaching? I give them my 
cellphone number and tell them not to hesi-
tate to call me any time of the day or night if 
they need help.

But I end with a warning. Woe be to any 
of you who brings shame upon our house! 
Remember shame? It’s so very out of fashion 
these days. I remind them of the incredible 
investment generations of brothers have 
made in building our chapter’s reputation, 
and how that can all be destroyed in one 
thoughtless moment. I remind them that 
for four years they are honored guests in our 
house, but after graduating they will become 
co-owners, taking their turn looking after 
younger brothers to come.

And I remind them that though they may 
think otherwise, they are not immortal. Hav-
ing lost my older son his senior year at Stan-
ford over a foolish and fatal risk-reward de-
cision, I know. I can only wish he had been 
a fraternity man with some older brothers 
around to help him think things through.

Bill frezza ’76 is a Boston-based ven-
ture capitalist and a contributing colum-
nist for Forbes, the Huffington Post, and 
Bio-IT World.

Sustaining MIT’s fraternities
Alumni need to take a practical approach to ensuring safety

Undergraduates have 
been taught to ‘just say 
no,’ but some still don’t 
know how to handle 
themselves responsibly.

When discussing 
alcohol, I give concrete 
tips on pacing, food, 
hydration, and setting 
limits in advance.
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By aaron scheinberg and stephanie Lam

Q: Is there a conflict between scientific and religious thinking? Where do 

we draw boundaries between the two?

In Good Company

multiple moods
Struggling with bipolar disorder

By cory Hernandez

For a couple of years, I could never 
be sure how I would feel during any 
given day. Some days were really good: 
I felt elated for no particular reason and 
enjoyed everything I did. Some days, 
though, were fairly bad: I struggled to care 
enough to even do anything like get out of 
bed. Though most days were somewhere 
in between, and though the bad days out-
numbered the good, I thought that this 
was just everyday life, that a lot of people 
were experiencing the same thing.

But then I started opening myself up 
to what mental health is all about. I took 
AP Psychology in high school and 9.00 
here at MIT. I joined Active Minds and 
MedLinks. I became a member of the UA 
Student Support Committee. Soon, I real-
ized that the fear and shame I once had 
around visiting mental health clinicians 
and mental health disorders were unin-
formed and dangerous.

I am very thankful I did so, or else I 
am not sure where I would be today. Last 
summer, my conditions worsened. My 
good days extended to the point where 
I would sleep and eat very little, if at all. 
Sometimes I had so much energy rush-
ing throughout my body that I felt “on 
edge” to an extreme degree. On the other 
hand, my bad days turned into a series of 
sleeping the days away because I had zero 
motivation to actually get out of bed to do 
anything.

Yet, I was still embarrassed about 
needing help. I thought that only a cer-
tain kind of people went into therapy, so I 
tried convincing myself that nothing was 
wrong.

But then the fall semester hit, and as 
the semester progressed, my symptoms 
worsened. I began to miss multiple 
classes, all of which factored attendance 
into the final grade. On my good days, 
I had trouble focusing on any one task 
like reading or writing an essay. On my 
bad days, I lacked motivation to com-
plete any task.

In addition to my academics, I noticed 
that my personal relationships were be-

ing affected. In some communication, 
whether via email, phone, or in person, 
people commented that I would some-
times interrupt others, rush to decisions, 
have terse or rude responses, and just 
seem generally strung out. At other times, 
I delayed communication because I lost 
interest or could not muster the energy to 
respond.

Ultimately, I realized that this was 
something I would not be able to get 
through myself, that this was something 
I could not solve myself. So, I called MIT 
Mental Health & Counseling. Although 
we had to play a bit of phone tag before 
I could actually set up an appointment, 
when I finally sat down with a psychia-
trist, I knew that I would get the help I 
needed.

After a few sessions, I was diagnosed 
with bipolar mood disorder and was pre-
scribed a mood-stabilizing drug.

Now on track to understanding and 
resolving my situation, I visited Student 
Support Services (S3) to discuss how to 
approach my professors with this. All of 
my professors responded well and un-
derstood my situation. They excused my 
absences and gave me extensions on 
assignments when I needed them. Fur-
thermore, I started to respond well to my 
medication, and continued to meet with 
my psychiatrist.

Bipolar mood disorder is chronic. It is 
something that I will have to account for 
in every aspect of my life. For instance, I 
have met with the MIT Disabilities Ser-
vices Office to discuss how to work with 
my current and future professors around 
my disorder. While my medication has 
helped significantly, I will still have flare-
ups of hypomanic or depressive states. 
And though these episodes are rare, they 
are nonetheless unpredictable, which 
means I could unexpectedly miss a class, 

an assignment, or a meeting.
Although I have found the MIT com-

munity to be generally supportive to 
this point, I am concerned because in 
broader society, mental health issues 
are still stigmatized. Many people do not 
really know what it means to be bipolar. 
Some people do not have a clear under-
standing of the difference between bi-
polar disorder and other disorders like 
Dissociative Identity Disorder (DID), 
previously known as multiple person-
ality disorder. Indeed, I did not under-
stand before talking with my psychia-
trist about it.

Misunderstandings about mental 
health disorders, whether malicious or 
accidental, can be offensive and harm-
ful. After being told that someone is 
bipolar, others might make fun of them 
or respect them less, thinking that they 
cannot perform the same functions 
because they might be too “crazy,” “de-
pressed,” or “all over the place.” Some 
that I have told ask me again and again if 
I would be able to perform a certain task 
because “who knows how [I will] feel,” 
despite the fact that I know what I can 
and cannot commit to.

Notwithstanding the potential for stig-
ma, I am thrilled to see the shifting and 
expanding conversation around mental 
health on campus. From efforts of various 
student groups, and especially from the 
stories that courageous MIT community 
members have shared, I believe that the 
stigma is fading away; it seems to me that 
people are more comfortable discussing 
these issues.

In closing, I want to emphasize a key 
takeaway for those living with a mental 
health disorder: your life includes more 
than your disorder. And I want others to 
realize this truth as well. Yes, I am bipo-
lar. But I am heavily involved in student 
groups and student government. I am 
applying for internships and studying for 
the LSAT. I am a Truman Scholarship fi-
nalist with a good GPA and the possibil-
ity of finishing two majors and a master’s 
degree in four years.

In the end, I am an MIT student.

ask a-TheIsT

do science and religion conflict?
Where do we draw the boundaries between the two types of thinking?

aaron’s answer:
It seems to me that the major religions 

consist of cultural tradition, claims about real-
ity, and a philosophy of living guided by those 
traditions and beliefs. Having spent time in 
Jewish and Christian traditions, I think such 
traditions enrich us and I am happy they con-
tinue, provided they harm no one. We all seek 
to contentedly lead our lives; our predeces-
sors’ approaches are invaluable guides.

However, claims about reality must be 
evaluated carefully whether the source has 
religious affiliation or not. Making claims, 
while enjoyable, is only Phase One of finding 
truth. Phase Two is more daunting: distill-
ing true statements from a sea of unfounded 
assertion.

Claiming something doesn’t make it more 
likely to be true. If the claim regards reality, 
our reasoning must somehow reference re-
ality, which we call “using evidence.” Over 
centuries, we’ve established what constitutes 
reliable evidence and fallacy-free reasoning. 
Claims gain some legitimacy only after their 
reasoning and evidence withstand scrutiny.

We shouldn’t treat “why” claims differ-
ently. Though nonmaterial, motivations still 
either affect observable reality or are unfalsi-
fiable. Unfalsifiable claims fail automatically 
— some quick math shows they cannot have 

supporting evidence, so they can only be un-
founded speculation. 

Phase Two is the core of scientific think-
ing. It’s not about lab coats or explosions, it’s 
about distinguishing fact from unfounded 
speculation. Science isn’t close-minded, it’s 
inclusive: any new methodology that can be 
shown to make that distinction with even 
slight success becomes part of science. 

We associate scientific thinking with the 
study of natural mechanisms only because 
it’s more easily applied there. The great influ-
ence that historical and cultural forces exert 
on our lives spotlights the need to distinguish 
fact from speculation in those domains too. 
So when someone professes to have a path to 
truth separate from science, but their Phase 
Two is less demanding than science’s, let’s 
ask why their claims deserve such leniency. 
It’s no coincidence that those advocating 
“other ways” to determine the truth about re-
ality often also advocate claims that would fail 
reasoned scrutiny. 

In starker terms, “unfounded specula-
tion” means “stuff someone made up.” I love 
exercising my imagination, but when we 
don’t distinguish imagination from reality, we 
run a serious risk of imperiling our common 
goals. After all, one who conjures up facts can 
justify any action.

stephanie’s Response:
How do we know what we know? 

The primary way we gain knowledge of 
the external world is through our ob-
servations and interaction with it. This 
is true whether in science or faith. What 
might seem troubling is that, whereas 
science seems carefully controlled 
and reproducible, religion in contrast 
seems like an arbitrary set of beliefs ac-
cepted unquestioningly. Presented in 
that way, the two ways of thinking are 
incompatible. But I don’t think that’s an 
accurate picture of “religious thinking.” 

How do people become Christian 
and thereby get inducted into “reli-
gious thinking”? How do we become 
convinced that the “Christian hypoth-
esis,” so to speak, is true? By looking at 
the evidence. Central to the Christian 
faith is the existence of a loving God 
who wrote himself into human history 
in the actual historical figure of Jesus 
Christ. In order for Christianity to be 
true, Jesus must have existed, been 
crucified, and then been resurrected. 
But this happened once in history; it is 
not reproducible. Same goes for the Big 
Bang. Therefore the evidence available 
is indirect and more akin to legal tes-

timony. We examine the historical re-
cords, which includes but is not limited 
to the Bible, and we draw our conclu-
sions in the same way as for anything 
else. 

Christianity also goes beyond mere 
historical facts. There are far-reaching 
implications for our own lives as well. 
We look at the data we have and ask if it 
is consistent with the hypothesis. Do we 
see evidence of changed lives in those 
we know? Do we see evidence of a God 
loving us, intervening throughout his-
tory, and speaking to us even now?

If, after evaluating the evidence, 
we conclude that Christianity makes 
the most sense of the world, does that 
still make us arbitrary and dogmatic? 
I would argue that science similarly 
exercises such faith. Have you person-
ally tested every theory in your chem-
istry textbook? Or have you just seen 
enough proof to satisfy you that chem-
istry is true and your textbook will not 
mislead you? The nature of the evi-
dence might be different between sci-
ence and religion, but the fundamen-
tal process of obtaining knowledge is 
similar. Both begin with evidence and 
end with truth. 

evenTs   
mar. 2 – mar. 8 
Tuesday
(6:00 p.m. – 10:00 p.m.) Mass CPR: free heart-

saver CPR certification hosted by MIT EMS 
— W20, La Sala

Wednesday
(3:30 p.m. – 4:30 p.m.) How to Find a UROP, 

hosted by UROP staff — 5-217

(8:00 p.m. – 11:00 p.m.) Israeli dancing, kosher 
snacks provided — W20, La Sala

Thursday
(11:00 a.m. – 4:00 p.m.) MIT Spring Career Fair 

— W20, La Sala

(5:30 p.m. – 6:30 p.m.) Can Incubators Really 
Work in Emerging Markets? First 15 attend-
eeds receive a free copy of “Winning in 
Emerging Markets” — E51-345 (Tang)

FrIday
(7:00 p.m. – 10:00 p.m.) CAST (Center for Art, 

Science & Technology) Marathon Concert 
featuring Hauschka, Pamela Z, and Dewa 
Alit with MIT’s Gamelan Galak Tika — W16 
(Kresge)

saTurday
(7:00 p.m. – 9:00 p.m.) LSC shows The Hobbit: 

An Unexpected Journey — 26-100

(7:00 p.m. – 9:30 p.m.) Alpha Chi Omega 
LipSync and Talent Show: Fame! — Johnson 
Ice Arena

sunday
(8:00 p.m. – 11:00 p.m.) Folk Dancing with Live 

Electric Balkan Music by Rakiya— W20, La 
Sala

(8:30 p.m. – 11:30 p.m.) Dhoom, The Bollywood 
Dance Night (free for MIT students before 
9:30 p.m., $2 after — W20, Lobdell

monday
(6:30 p.m. – 8:00 p.m.) Climber Yoga hosted by 

MIT Outing Club and the Office of the Dean 
for Graduate Education — 50-258

send your campus events to events@
tech.mit.edu.

Ask A-theist is a new column by Aaron Scheinberg, an atheist, and Stephanie Lam, a Christian, which uses contrasting worldviews 
to explore questions and misconceptions about philosophy and religion. This week, Aaron chose a question from your submissions. 
Send us the burning questions you have always wanted answered by an atheist or Christian (or both), and we’ll tackle them!

mental health issues 
are still stigmatized 
in broader society.
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Least Action Principle 
by Amanda Aparicio

by Jorge Cham
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Instructions: Fill in the grid so that each column, row, and 3 by 3 grid contains 
exactly one of each of the digits 1 through 9.

Instructions: Fill in the grid so that each column and row contains exactly one of 
each of the numbers 1–6. Follow the mathematical operations for each box.

Sudoku
Solution, page 13

8 5 9 3
9 7 4 2

8 1
4 3 2 5
7 2

2 4 6 5
1 3
4 9 8 3

8 5 7 2

Techdoku
Solution, page 13

2− 3× 180×

10+ 12× 30×

6 8×

60× 1−

24× 5−

3 240×

Saturday Stumper by Bruce R. Sutphin
Solution, page 13

ACROSS
1 Be beside, perhaps
8 Selection of greens
15 Sully
16 Part of some reels
17 Federalist Society 

cofounder
18 Mighty Aphrodite Oscar 

winner
19 Groupon announcement 

in ‘11
20 Building-block expertise
22 Epithet
23 Average
25 Wove
26 1977’s “#1 thriller of the 

year”
27 Pick out
29 Copy cats
30 Spinning wheels?
31 “Well I’ll be!”
33 Filibusters
35 On target
36 Brand spelled with two 

(not three) dots
37 ‘80s copycat product
41 Crostata di marmellata

45 They run south from the 
Arctic Ocean

46 Second person
48 Dissolve
49 NFL champs in three 

different cities
50 2200
52 Honoree of a Madrid 

square
53 Small handful
54 Masterwork with 53 

movements
56 Rent
57 Where “abalone” comes 

from
59 Former NBC PGA analyst
61 Four Seasons Hotels 

headquarters
62 Tied up
63 Mocking to the max
64 Cold indicator

DOWn
1 Christian Bale’s stepmom
2 Larva with gills
3 Mail man
4 AirCalculator.com abbr.

5 Per __
6 Examine
7 Constant
8 Sponsor of Student 

Reporting Labs
9 Phrase in many psalms
10 Major, for one
11 __ lane
12 Word from the Greek for 

“abridgment”
13 With a new 22 Across
14 Redcoats’ wear
21 Be shy
24 It became Rosie in 2001
26 Topped out
28 Skotch and sooda
30 What Brits call “grads”
32 High pt.
34 Letters on some 

collectible belt buckles
37 Tampering opponents
38 Ski boot attachment
39 Garibaldi ingredient
40 View
41 Thunderbolt wielder
42 Miserly desire
43 Winterizes, in a way

44 Artillerists’ supporters
47 Switch sides?
50 Checks out
51 WWI battle site

54 Abundant source
55 Maintained
58 A way to do one’s bidding
60 Hauler

Stranger To Fiction by Deena Wang
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All currently registered MIT students are eligible to applyDEADLINE APRIL 3

2013 Harold and Arlene Schnitzer Prize in the Visual Arts

CALL FOR SUBMISSIONS

arts.mit.edu/schnitzer/

We are Tech The 
We print MIT’s only newspaper twice per week, 
and we have fun doing it.

Want to be a part of this?join@tech.mit.edu 

You could be here
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$13/HOUR

* Network with alumni 

* grads & undergrads welcome

* Flexible shifts—only 6 hrs/wk

* fun! prizes! food! 

* develop communication skills

* next to student ctr

Nicholas chorNay—The Tech

MIT plans to construct commercial, academic, and residential buildings on 
what are currently parking lots. In this model from MITIMCo, the three near 
white buildings are possibilities for commercial buildings on the south side of 
Main Street. (In the foreground are the Green Building and East Campus dormi-
tory.)

MIT Investment Management Company’s 
plans for Kendall Square, modeled

MIT wants to keep name 
redactions in documents
MIT filed legal memorandum on Friday

ple must.” MIT mentioned three separate at-
tacks on the MIT network since Swartz’s death.

The March 15 motion by the Swartz Estate 
to which MIT’s filing is responding provides 
several arguments in favor of publishing the 
documents without redactions. The motions 
suggests that removing all identifying informa-
tion would render the documents the mean-
ingless and useless. Swartz’s Estate also said 
that MIT and JSTOR provided the documents 
without requesting the Protective Order that 
was requested by the U.S. Attorney’s office. Ad-
ditionally, the motion stated that “most of the 
names and titles that the Government seeks to 

redact are already publicly known.” Examples 
of publications in which certain individuals 
were identified include The Tech and The New 
york Times.

As reported by The Tech, Congress and media 
outlets have requested the documents. Swartz’s 
Estate claims that the public interest in the infor-
mation outweighs individual privacy concerns.

Swartz, from Page 1

MIT mentioned three 
separate attacks on 
the MIT network since 
Swartz’s death in the filing.

Established 1881

Derek, Course 1
Sarah, Course 2
Annia, Course 3

Dohyun, Course 4
Elijah, Course 5

Deborah, Course 6
Kali, Course 7

A random sampling of people you’ll meet 
during a typical dinner at Th e Tech:

Meet your new pset support group

Chris, Course 16
Anne, Course 17
Leon, Course 18

Jack, Course 19
Stan, Course 20

Stephen, 21/CMS
Keith, Course 22

join@tech.mit.edu
W20-483, 617-253-1541

Austin, Course 8
Ian, Course 9

Joyce, Course 10
Sara, Course 11

Vince, Course 12
Anthony, Course 14

Maggie, Course 15
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This Year, Money Could Be Yours
Ilona Karmel Writing Prizes
Student Writing Prizes Competition
Cash Prizes Awarded for Essays,
Poetry, Fiction and Science Fiction,
Drama, Poetry, Visual Arts, Science  
Writing for the Public, and Scientific  
and Engineering Writing. Good Luck.
Deadline: Friday April 5,  2013*

 *Guidelines, details, and cover sheets available at
writing.mit.edu/initiatives/writing-prizes/ilona-karmel

 Sponsored by Writing and Humanistic Studies
 Comparative Media Studies

Bring your resume
and any ads you decrypted.

Ready to impress us?

Booth Hours
Building W20

11 a.m. to 4 p.m.

Information Session
Building 4, Rm 149
5:30 p.m. to 7 p.m.

MIT Spring Career Fair
April 4 | Stratton Student Center

MIT_6x7_3_ad.indd   1 3/27/13   9:19 AM

Pub:
MIT Tech

Run Date:
2x weekly

Size:
6x6

Color:
B/W

Open the door to a rewarding  
summer in Boston, and discover:
•	More	than	700	courses
•	 70	academic	subjects
•	 19	foreign	languages
•	 Summer	study	internships
•	Award-winning	BU	faculty

Register today: 
bu.edu/summer

An equal opportunity, a�rmative action institution.

Receive free health and genetic screenings
Make a real difference in the lives of families 

SPERM DONORS

Invest minimal time

APPLY ONLINE:

                 SPERMBANK.com

Earn up to 

per month

- convenient Cambridge location

10% Discount on $15
(or more) order with MIT ID.

Royal Bengal
Boston’s only authentic Bengali Cuisine restaurant

Open Daily Except Monday 
11:30 am – 11:30 pm
Lunch Buffet $7.95
Reasonably Priced Dinners

313 Mass. Ave., Cambridge
(617) 491-1988

T: Red Line, Bus #1 – Central Square

Free delivery for orders over $10.
Take-out, platters, and catering available.
http://www.royalbengalrestaurant.com/

We get you the tickets.
You get us the review.

ARTS at 
events • movies • theater • concerts

music • books • restaurants • interviews

join@the-tech.mit.edu
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But, DiFava said, the combina-
tion of this “tunnel vision” and an 
imperfect infrastructure meant 
that neither DiFava himself nor the 
larger MIT community was aware 
of the situation as the officers began 
to secure the Main Group. It took 
49 minutes for word to start mov-
ing up the chain of command. After 
DiFava got the call, it was another 14 
minutes before MIT’s alert was out, 
he said.

Now MIT Police has installed a 
button that a sergeant can press to 
immediately send out a emergency 
alert — albeit a “very generic mes-

sage” that “something is happen-
ing” — and set up a bridge phone 
call to bring all the information to-
gether, according to DiFava.

In the wake of the Feb. 23 events, 
MIT Police is also looking into train-
ing officers to feed information to 
superiors as emergency situations 
develop, though DiFava stressed 
that no set of instructions would be 

appropriate for all cases.
There was also discussion at the 

faculty meeting about making MIT 
Alert text messages and emails opt-
out rather than opt-in.

Biology department head Tania 
Baker expressed concerns that not 
everyone in the MIT community, 
especially those with joint affilia-
tions with the Broad Institute or the 
Whitehead Institute for example, 
were kept in the loop. DiFava ac-
knowledged the difficulty of reach-
ing everyone who could potentially 
be affected by an emergency.

“We’ve identified about 120 de-
partmental labs and centers. We’re 
going to ask that they set up emer-

gency coordinators and plans,” he 
said. MIT Police will supply tem-
plates to these coordinators.

DiFava also hoped to have an 
additional supervisor in the office 
at all times to send out notifications 
and assist the desk officer, who on 
the morning of Feb. 23 had to an-
swer hundreds of phone calls alone.

More resources in general would 

be helpful, DiFava suggested, not-
ing that since MIT Police is the only 
24/7 operation on campus, it has to 
handle minor mishaps that don’t 
pose a threat to public safety.

“If you get stuck in a garage, 
you call the Police Department. We 
need to get away from that,” he said.

The false report of the gunman 
was sent to the Cambridge Police 
Department using an Internet relay 
service typically used by people with 
hearing or speech impairments. Ac-
cording to MIT treasurer and execu-
tive vice president Israel Ruiz SM ’01, 
the caller said the gunman intended 
to retaliate against MIT for the death 
of Internet activist Aaron Swartz.

MIT Police will 
consider training 
officers to better 
inform superiors.

DiFava also hoped 
to have one more 
supervisor in the 
office at all times.

DiFava discusses MIT Police gunman response 
Head of MIT Police admits mistakes were made in activating emergency alert system
Alerts, from Page 1

Health law provision for small business is delayed
Obama administration fails to meet strict deadlines to deliver on major point of legislation

By Robert Pear
The New York Times 

WASHINGTON — Unable to 
meet tight deadlines in the new 
health care law, the Obama admin-
istration is delaying parts of a pro-
gram intended to provide affordable 
health insurance to small businesses 
and their employees — a major 
selling point for the health care 
legislation.

The law calls for a new insurance 
marketplace specifically for small 
businesses, starting next year. But in 
most states, employers will not be 
able to get what Congress intended: 
the option to provide workers with a 
choice of health plans. They will in-
stead be limited to a single plan.

The choice option, already avail-
able to many big businesses, was 
supposed to become available to 

small employers in January 2014. 
But administration officials said 
they would delay it until 2015 in the 
33 states where the federal govern-
ment will be running insurance mar-
kets known as exchanges. And they 
will delay the requirement for other 
states as well.

The promise of affordable health 
insurance for small businesses was 
portrayed as a major advantage of 
the new health care law, mentioned 
often by White House officials and 
Democratic leaders in Congress 
as they fought opponents of the 
legislation.

Supporters of the health care law 
said they were disappointed by the 
turn of events.

The delay will “prolong and ex-
acerbate health care costs that are 
crippling 29 million small busi-
nesses,” said Sen. Mary L. Landrieu, 

D-La. and chairwoman of the Senate 
Committee on Small Business and 
Entrepreneurship.

In the weeks leading up to pas-
sage of the health care legislation in 
2010, Landrieu provided crucial sup-
port for the measure, after securing 
changes to help small businesses.

The administration cited “op-
erational challenges” as a reason for 
the delay. As a result, it said, most 
small employers buying insurance 
through an exchange will offer just 
a single health plan to their workers 
next year.

Health insurance availability and 
cost are huge concerns for small 
businesses. They have less bargain-
ing power than large companies and 
generally pay higher prices for insur-
ance, if they can afford it at all.

The 2010 law stipulates that each 
state will have a Small Business 

Health Options Program, or SHOP 
exchange, to help employers com-
pare health plans and enroll their 
employees.

One of the most important tasks 
of the exchange is to simplify the 
collection and payment of monthly 
premiums. An employer can pay a 
lump sum to the exchange, which 
will then distribute the money to 
each insurance company covering 
its employees.

The Obama administration told 
employers in 2011 that the small-
business exchange would “enable 
you to offer your employees a choice 
of qualified health plans from several 
insurers, much as large employers 
can.” In addition, it said, the ex-
change would “consolidate billing so 
you can offer workers a choice with-
out the hassle of contracting with 
multiple insurers.”

Exchanges are scheduled to start 
enrolling people on Oct. 1, for cover-
age that begins in January. However, 
the administration said the govern-
ment and insurers needed “addition-
al time to prepare for an employee 
choice model” of the type envisioned 
in the law signed three years ago by 
President Barack Obama.

D. Michael Roach, who owns 
a women’s clothing store in Port-
land, Ore., said the delay was “a real 
mistake.”

“It will limit the attractiveness of 
exchanges to small business,” Roach 
said. “We would like to see different 
insurance carriers available to each 
of our 12 employees, who range in 
age from 21 to 62. You would have 
more competition, more downward 
pressure on rates, and employees 
would be more likely to get exactly 
what they wanted.”
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Legatum Lecture

http://legatum.mit.edu/lectures

FREE and OPEN TO THE PUBLIC

 
 Can inCubators really 

work in emerging markets?

Thursday, April 4 | 5:30 pm 
70 Memorial Dr. Cambridge 
E51-345

Tarun Khanna
Jorge Paulo Lemann Professor,
Harvard Business School

SPEAKER:

Co-hosted with MIT India

American woman 
gang-raped in Brazil
Six-hour abduction aboard a 
public van makes weekend tragic

By Simon Romero  
and Taylor Barnes

The New York Times 

RIO DE JANEIRO — An Ameri-
can woman was raped by three 
men aboard a public van in a six-
hour abduction over the weekend 
that began in the seaside district of 
Copacabana, the police said.

The attackers pummeled the 
woman’s face and tied up her male 
companion, a French citizen, then 
beat him with a metal bar as he 
witnessed the harrowing assault. 
The couple were forced to use bank 
cards to withdraw money from 
their accounts before the assailants 
finally freed them at a bus station 
on the outskirts of Rio de Janeiro.

The assault stunned many in 
Brazil, especially as Rio tries to 
promote itself as a city on the 
mend and prepares to host the 
2014 World Cup and 2016 Olympic 
Games.

“Everyone should be shocked 
by this horrendous crime,” said 
Aparecida Goncalves, the head of 
Brazil’s national office for combat-
ing violence against women. She 
said that reports of gang rape re-
mained relatively rare in Rio and 
other parts of Brazil, but that cases 
of rape on public transportation 
including buses and subway cars 
remained a pressing issue in some 
large cities.

Two men were arrested, one of 
whom, the police said, confessed 
to the rape of the 21-year-old wom-
an. The police said she had been 
in Brazil on a student visa. A third 

man was being sought in connec-
tion with the crime.

In addition to setting off calls 
for better policing, the assault led 
to comparisons in the Brazilian 
news media to recent episodes in 
India, including the fatal beating 
and rape in December of a 23-year-
old student on a moving bus in 
New Delhi, and the gang rape of 
a Swiss tourist in March in central 
India.

The number of female tourists 
to India has recently fallen more 
than 30 percent as fears over sex 
crimes in the country persist, the 
Associated Chambers of Com-
merce and Industry of India said 
Monday.

The assault on the American 
woman here, police investigators 
said, began early Saturday, just 
after midnight, when the attack-
ers forced other passengers out of 
the van, which picks up passengers 
along the street and can seat about 
a dozen people. The woman was 
raped by all three men, who took 
turns driving the vehicle, the po-
lice said. “It was a gang rape,” said 
Jayme da Costa Rosa Neto, a police 
official investigating the attack.

After the couple were freed 
about 6 a.m. Saturday and left at a 
bus station, the woman was taken 
to two public hospitals, Miguel 
Couto and Rocha Maia, for treat-
ment including the administering 
of a cocktail of drugs containing 
the morning-after pill, to prevent 
pregnancy, and other medications 
to prevent sexually transmitted 
diseases.
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Center for Art, 
Science & Technology 
presents

arts.mit.edu/cast/sss
open to the public  |  reserve seats online

20 leading sound artists

4 world premiere concerts

3 lectures, demos and more

SPRING   
SOUND 
SERIES  
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MIT-SUTD LeaderShape®  Institute 
June 4-9, 2013 

 
Intensive leadership experience! 

 

MIT Undergraduates fully funded! 
 
 

(This version of The LeaderShape® Institute is specific to the collaboration  
between MIT and SUTD and should not be confused with the annual program  

“MIT LeaderShape®” held over IAP.) 
 

Join 28 undergraduates from the Singapore University of 
Technology and Design (SUTD) for a  
6-day LeaderShape®   Institute at the  

Wonderland Conference Center in Sharon, MA.  
 
Contact: MIT-SUTD Collaboration Office — mit_sutd_leaders@mit.edu 
 
Information Session: April 18 @ 5-6:00 pm, Given Lounge (5th Floor, Bldg 35) 

Applications due by April 22, 2013 
 

 

Solution to Crossword
from page 7

Solution to Techdoku
from page 7

4 2 1 3 5 6
1 5 4 6 2 3
6 4 3 5 1 2
2 6 5 1 3 4
5 3 2 4 6 1
3 1 6 2 4 5

Solution to Sudoku
from page 7

4 7 1 6 2 8 5 9 3
5 9 8 3 7 1 4 2 6
3 6 2 9 5 4 8 1 7
7 8 6 4 3 9 2 5 1
9 3 5 7 1 2 6 4 8
1 2 4 8 6 5 3 7 9
6 1 3 5 4 7 9 8 2
2 4 9 1 8 6 7 3 5
8 5 7 2 9 3 1 6 4

Employees

Part-Time Accounts Book-
keeper and Representatives

send resume to: 
davido.m123@gmail.com

Good communication and 
organizationa skills.

Payable/Receivable 
Payroll Clerk

low rates quality work
 617 868 1578

c. 857 312 0543

Acehandyman
painting

wallpapering

replace/repair 
doors/windows/locks

minor plumbing
all electrical

small moving jobs
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Are you a 
tetris ninja?

Use your 
powers 

for good!

...by joining 
the production 
department at 
Th e Tech!
join@tech.mit.edu
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We wear many hats at The Tech

Which will you choose? 
email join@tech.mit.edu
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NL Central Division
1. Cincinnati Reds
2. St. Louis Cardinals
3. Pittsburgh Pirates
4. Milwaukee Brewers
5. Chicago Cubs

Cincinnati improved their already 
outstanding team by acquiring out-
fielder Shin-Soo Choo from the Cleve-
land Indians. They still have former 
MVP Joey Votto manning first base 
and he is surrounded by talent such as 
Jay Bruce, Brandon Phillips and Ryan 
Ludwick. Their pitching rotation is also 
very formidable, led by Johnny Cueto 
and Mat Latos. Aroldis Chapman was 
terrific last season and I expect him 
to continue his success this year. Al-
though the Cardinals will be nipping 
at their heels most of the way, the Reds 
should be back in the postseason.

St. Louis seems to be a contender 
every season and there is no reason to 
believe that they will not be this year. 
Although they didn’t improve much 
over the offseason, they also didn’t get 
much worse. Their offense is still led 
by Matt Holliday, David Freese, and 
Carlos Beltran, so they won’t have too 
many problems scoring runs. One of 
their only difficulties may be the po-
tential loss of Chris Carpenter for the 
majority, if not all, of the season. They 
still have enough on their team to be a 
good team, but if Carpenter is gone for 
all of 2013, they might have a hard time 

beating out Atlanta and Philadelphia 
for a Wild Card spot.

Pittsburgh is on the cusp of being 
a playoff team. Led by All-Star and 
potential MVP candidate Andrew Mc-
Cutchen, they should be able to push 
the Cardinals for 2nd place in the di-
vision this season. Their rotation is 
passable, headed by A.J. Burnett and 
Wandy Rodriguez, but it isn’t neces-
sarily a bright spot on the team. Don’t 
be surprised if they play very well this 
season and surpass last season’s win 
total of 79. They’re almost ready to take 
the next step, but they probably need 
one or two more pieces.

Milwaukee has superstar out-
fielder Ryan Braun, but that’s about it. 
They have a decent pitching staff, but 
nothing too special outside of Yovani 
Gallardo. They are definitely going to 
need to retool their lineup at either the 
trade deadline or in the offseason next 
year, because it will be extremely dif-
ficult to field a contending team with 
this roster. Braun is definitely a player 
to build around, but they need more 
pieces.

Finally, the Chicago Cubs can ex-
pect to be in the cellar of the division 
again this year. They have some nice 
young players to build around, like 
Starlin Castro and Anthony Rizzo, but 
they aren’t nearly seasoned enough to 
fight for a playoff spot. Their rotation 
should be decent this season, espe-
cially if Matt Garza and Edwin Jackson 
perform at the level that they are ca-
pable of.

NL, from Page 16 NL Western Division
1. San Francisco Giants
2. Los Angeles Dodgers
3. Arizona Diamondbacks
4. Colorado Rockies
5. San Diego Padres

This should be one of the 
more interesting divisions in 
baseball in 2013. There is a 
ton of talent on every team, 
and it is home to the 2012 
World Series Champion San 
Francisco Giants. The Giants 
have one of the best rotations 
in baseball, and if Tim Lince-
cum can bounce back from 
his horrendous 2012 cam-
paign and regain his previ-
ous Cy Young form, they will 
be practically unhittable. 
Buster Posey returns after 
his MVP season eager to re-
peat, while Pablo Sandoval, 
Hunter Pence and Angel Pa-
gan round out a dangerous 
offense. Until proven oth-
erwise, San Fran is still the 
team to beat out West.

The Dodgers have spent 
a lot of money over the past 
two seasons. After their 
blockbuster trade with the 
Red Sox to acquire Adrian 
Gonzalez, Carl Crawford 
and Josh Beckett, they have 
one of the most complete 
rosters in the big leagues. 
It is unknown when Craw-

ford will be ready to play, 
but the Dodgers don’t need 
him right away. They have a 
perennial MVP candidate in 
Matt Kemp patrolling center 
field and the always reliable 
Andre Eithier in right. Their 
pitchers are their biggest 
strength, however. Clayton 
Kershaw is one of the best 
left handers in the league, 
and the acquisition of former 
Royals stud Zack Grienke 
improved an already formi-
dable rotation. They are neck 
and neck with the Giants in 
terms of talent, and it should 
be a great race.

Arizona lost a key piece 
this offseason when they 
traded Justin Upton to At-
lanta. They still have a tal-
ented core, but they aren’t 
nearly as much of a threat as 
they were last season. Miguel 
Montero and Paul Gold-
schmidt are players to build 
around, but they might need 
to acquire another player at 
the trade deadline if they are 
in the hunt. Their rotation 
is very good, highlighted by 
Ian Kennedy. The signing of 
Brandon McCarthy over the 
offseason was also a good 
one, as he had a good season 
last year for Oakland, going 
8-6 with a 3.24 ERA.

Colorado has some ex-

tremely talented offensive 
players in its lineup such 
as Troy Tulowitzki, Carlos 
Gonzalez and Dexter Fowl-
er. The signing of Michael 
Cuddyer also solidified an 
already dangerous lineup 
(especially playing in Coors 
Field, a well-known hitter’s 
park). Their problem is their 
pitching. They really do not 
have any starters of value, 
especially after they traded 
former staff ace Ubaldo Jimi-
nez last season to Cleveland. 
They will be in shootouts all 
year with teams, and it’s very 
difficult to win a lot of games 
that way.

Lastly, the Padres round 
out the division. After losing 
Adrian Gonzalez a couple 
of seasons ago, San Diego 
hasn’t been able to recover. 
They don’t have a key player 
to build their lineup around, 
so they will need to do that at 
some point if they ever want 
to compete in this tough di-
vision. Carlos Quentin is a 
good player, but he is sim-
ply not enough. They also do 
not have much to speak of in 
the pitching department, ex-
cept for closer Huston Street. 
Their starters are really noth-
ing special, so don’t expect 
much from the Padres this 
season.

2012 Champion Giants poised to make playoffs
Cincinnati Reds will wrap up NL Central with help from their MVP candidate Joey Votto

GRANTS PROGRAM
Council 
for the Arts 
at MIT

All currently registered MIT students are eligible to applyDEADLINE APRIL 5
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arts.mit.edu/participate/grants/

we’re seeking to 
build our forces

join@tech.mit.edu
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Summer 
UROP@
CSAIL

Find out about summer         
research opportunities 

DATE: Wednesday, April 3, 2013
             3:30-5:00PM

LOCATION: MIT Stata Center                      
32-G449/Patil Conference Room

Want to have fun…work on 
interesting research…and get paid?

Come to our our information session!

Refreshments provided!

For more info: www.csail.mit.edu
email: summerurop2013@csail.mit.edu

MIT COMPUTER SCIENCE & ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE LABORATORY

By Austin osborne
SPORTS EDITOR

NL Eastern Division:
1. Washington Nationals
2. Philadelphia Phillies
3. Atlanta Braves
4. New York Mets
5. Miami Marlins

Last year, the Washington Na-
tionals surprised everyone by 
taking over the NL East and win-
ning the most games in the MLB. 
They won’t be nearly as much of 
a sleeper this season, however, 
as they will have a target on their 
back from Game 1. It remains to be 
seen whether or not they can han-
dle the added pressure, but my bet 
is that they’ll be fine. This team is 
loaded with talent from top to bot-
tom and they have arguably the 
best pitching rotation in baseball 
led by phenom Stephen Strasburg.

As disastrous as it seemed to 
be, the Phillies didn’t play all that 
bad last year. They suffered major 
injuries to most of their star play-
ers (Roy Halladay, Chase Utley 
and Ryan Howard all missed sig-
nificant time) but still managed 

to win 81 games and finish 3rd in 
the division. If they can get better 
luck with injuries this year (and 
that is a big if ), they still have one 
of the best rosters in baseball. 
They have 3 potential Cy Young 
candidates in their rotation, 
and enough of-
fensive fire-
power to make 
it a tight race with 
Washington.

A t l a n t a 
comes into 
the sea-
son with-
out Chip-
per Jones, the 
face of the fran-
chise for more 
than the past 
15 years. Never-
theless, they are 
still a formidable 
team that is going to win a lot of 
games this year. The Braves com-
pletely revamped their outfield 
this offseason, allowing Michael 
Bourn to leave so that they could 
make room for the two brothers, 
Justin and B.J. Upton. They have 
other young, talented players such 
as Freddie Freeman and Jason 
Heyward, so they should remain 
contenders in the East for many 
seasons to come. Expect them to 
compete for the 2nd Wild Card 
spot in the NL.

After the first three teams in 
the division, there is a severe 
drop-off in quality when you get 
to the Mets and Marlins. New York 

managed to retain third baseman 
David Wright after signing him to 
an enormous long term contract 
in the off season (worth $138 mil-
lion). Unfortunately, they traded 

away last year’s Cy Young award 
winner R.A. Dickey, greatly 

weakening an 
already shaky 

rotation. Oth-
er than Wright, 

they don’t have 
much offense 

to speak of, 
and they 
will have 

huge diffi-
culties com-

peting this 
season.
A f t e r 

splurging on sev-
eral large contracts 

last offseason, the 
Marlins decided that one year 

was enough evaluation time and 
traded the majority of them in 
order to cut salary from their cap. 
Jose Reyes, Mark Buehrle and staff 
ace Josh Johnson were all traded 
to the Blue Jays and they were left 
incredibly weak as a result. Almost 
overnight, they went from a tal-
ented, yet underachieving, team 
to a potentially last place squad. 
One of the only bright spots is out-
fielder Giancarlo Stanton, but he 
can’t win games on his own. The 
Marlins are going to struggle this 
year — a lot.

Upcoming Home events
tuesday, April 2
Baseball vs. Babson College 3:30 p.m., Briggs Field
Men’s Lacrosse vs. UMass Boston  
 4 p.m., Steinbrenner Stadium

Wednesday, April 3
Softball vs. Suffolk University 3 p.m., Briggs Field
Men’s Tennis vs. Babson College  
 3:30 p.m., DuPont Tennis Courts
Softball vs. Suffolk University 5 p.m., Briggs Field

thursday, April 4
Women’s Lacrosse vs. Keene State College  
 7 p.m., Steinbrenner Stadium

Nationals expected to win NL 
East for 2nd consecutive year
Phillies and Braves fight for wild card spots while 
Mets and Marlins struggle after rough offseasons

At Neurotrek, we are using neuroscience tools to develop
consumer products that improve cognitive function.

Help us unlock your potential. We are looking for subjects
to participate in an ongoing research project at our site in
Boston. This project will continue throughout the summer.

The details:
• Two sessions, each lasting one hour
• We are located at The Prudential in Boston
• Each session includes

• Non-invasive brain stimulation
• Biometric assessment
• Computerized tasks & questionnaires

• You will receive compensation of $50 ($25/session)

Sign up and learn more at 
http://neurotrek.youcanbook.me

E-mail info@neurotrek.com if you have any questions
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